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[WP Contente Scheduler With Range]
The  WP  Content  Scheduler  With  Range is  a  WordPress  Plugin  to
schedule your post or pages between a range of dates. Now users can
schedule their post to render at frontend to specific dates. This plugin is
also compatible with WooCommerce.
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OVERVIEW
 The WP Content Scheduler With Range is a WordPress Plugin to 

schedule your post or pages between a range of dates. Now users can 
schedule their post to render at frontend to specific dates. This plugin is also 
compatible with WooCommerce. It means that through this plugin you can 
schedule your WooCommerce’s products also to be shown at frontend 
between specific dates.

This plugin provides various key features:-
Scheduling of Posts:

Through this plugin you can schedule your Posts, Pages, Custom Posts 
and WooCommerce Products also to be shown between a date-range.

Move to Trash:

There is a feature of Move To Trash in this plugin, this feature states 
that, if the setting of Move To Trash is checked then all the scheduled posts
will be move to trash after exceeding its date.

Occasional Content:

This plugin gives a feature of showing occasional content at frontend 
also. It means you can show some occasional content at frontend.

INSTALLATION & ACTIVATION
Installation & Activation is pretty easy in WordPress.

Steps are as follows:

1. Download the plugin from CedCommerce.
2. Go to: Dashboard > Plugins > Add New > Upload and select the .zip 

file you've downloaded.
3. Click Install Now, and then Activate.

Or

1. Download the plugin from CedCommerce.
2. Unzip the plugin and copy it into `wp-content/plugins` directory.
3. Go to: Plugins > plugin is listed there.
4. Click on Activate.
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55ADMIN SETTING:
To see the `WP Content Scheduler With Range Configuration Setting` Go to 
Dashborad > WCSWR.

You'll see a setting page like below in the image:

As you can see the images, these are the settings, there is one more image of the 
settings tabs shown below. 

The first two tabs are shown in the image above:
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661) First is for Post Type Setting.
2) And second is for Move to trash setting.
3) Third tab is Occasional Content Setting

The configuration and settings are described below:

1) Post Type Setting: The Post Type Setting is a setting for which post type 
you wish to schedule the content. Click on the text box and you'll be able to 
see that for how many post type's you can apply the content scheduling. 
Choose few of them and click on save button. You can choose multiple post 
types.

Now you'll be able to schedule your content of these post types. For example,
if you've chosen Post, then go to Dashboard > Posts. Click on any post 
you've created and wish to schedule it.
Edit a post and you'll see a section of name Content Scheduling Dates like in 
the image below.

Select a From date (date from when you wish to show this post at frontend), 
and a To date(date till when this post you wish to be shown at frontend ) by 
clicking in the from and to text boxes. After that update your post, and now 
this post is scheduled for the given dates.

2) Trash Setting:  The Trash Setting is a setting for moving the post into trash 
after exceeding its date. If Move to trash checkbox is checked and you've 
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77saved this setting, then all the scheduled posts will be moved to trash after 
exceeding its To Date.

3) Occasional Content Setting: The Occasional Content Setting is a setting 
for adding some occasional content at frontend, between a date-range. This 
setting is to show some content at frontend between a date-range.

Occasional Content: Enter your content in the green highlighted text
box.

Apply For: - Choose an option from Apply For dropdown. The Apply 
For option is for, on which page or post you want to show your 
occasional content. There are 3 options over here, which are described 
as:

All Posts: If you've chosen "All Posts" then the Occasional 
content will be shown at each blog's single page.

All Pages: If you've chosen "All Pages" then the Occasional 
content will be shown at all the pages your site contains.
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88Specific Pages: If you've chosen "Specific Pages" then a text 
box will be shown next to that and you can choose, on which 
pages you can show your content.

Content Position: You can choose an option of Content Position,
that where you want to show your content at frontend (either top
or bottom).

Rendering Dates: Choose the dates from when and till when 
you want to show this content at frontend.

Make sure, if the Occasional content contains new line or spaces then it'll be shown 
at frontend same as it is.

When you've saved your Occasional content setting, then you can see your content 
at Frontend where you've saved the setting.

The Occasional Content will be shown like:

SUPPORT:
If you need support or have questions related to WP Content Scheduler With Range, 
directly contact to our support team or send us an email at:

support@cedcommerce.com
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